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Research path

1a. Text Classification and 
Deep Network

Seq2seq and word predictions

2c. Experiment results

2a. Multi-task dialog act and 
Sentiment Recognition

1. Do Convolutional Networks need to be Deep for Text Classification ?
Hoa T. Le, Christophe Cerisara, Alexandre Denis. 
Workshop on Affective Content Analysis of the AAAI-18 Conference on Artificial 
Intelligence

1b. DenseNet for Text Classification

1c. Experiment results 2b. Multi-task hierarchical recurrent model

1.The most fundamental task of machine reading roots 
in categorizing documents. We analyze the real 
impact of deep learning model depth on this long 
studied task.

2.Next, we want to study a more challenging sentiment 
analysis task (more human subjective as opposed to 
classification) along with the help of dialog act in a 
multi-task setting. Often, these two tasks are 
correlated and are a good source to perform multi-
task or transfer learning.

2. Multi-task dialog act and sentiment recognition on Mastodon
Christophe Cerisara, Adedayo Oluokun, Somayeh Jafaritazehjani, Hoa T. Le. 
The International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING-18)

The reason for the recent success of Deep Learning is 
the ability to learn very complex features when the 
model goes deeply. This results in a real improvement 
of performance in image and speech processing. A lot 
of works have gone in this direction to evaluate its 
effectiveness in NLP.
Our study aims to clarify this hypothesis by providing a 
thorough evaluation of:

 Shallow CNN on char-level
 Deep CNN on char-level
 Shallow CNN on word-level
 Deep CNN on word-level

Besides, we introduce & validate for the first time an 
adaptation of DenseNet for Text Classification.

Figure 1. A Dense Block

Multiple convolutional filters output 2D matrices, which 
are all concatenated together before going into 
another dense block. Following (Conneau et al., 2016), 
we experiment two most effective configurations for 
word and character-level: Nb = (4 − 4 − 4 − 4) and Nb 
= (10 − 10 − 4 − 4), which are the number of 
convolutional layers in each of the four blocks.

Table 2 and Figure 2. A shallow-and-wide convolutional 
neural network at the word level is still the most effective, 
and increasing the depth of such convolutional models 
with word inputs does not bring significant improvement.

Table 3. Example of a typical dialog from the Mastodon 
corpus

Figure 4. Dialog act F1 (left) and Sentiment F1 (right) 
as a function of the number of dialogues used for 
training. both-rich: both tasks have the same training 
size; dialog act-poor / sentiment-poor: only 38 
dialogues maximum are annotated with dialog act / 
sentiment labels; both-poor: both tasks are limited to 
38 training dialogues.

Table 1. #train: number of training tokens, #test: 
number of test tokens, #y: number of target class; 
ENC: English News Categorization,  SA: Sentiment 
Analysis, OC: Ontology Classification, TC: Topic 
Classification 

Figure 3. Multi-task hierarchical recurrent model.

1.Convolutional Neural Networks is powerful but depth is 
not an asset.

2.We didn’t find multi-task really helpful. However, for 
large datasets that do not have all the gold labels (like 
sentiment for ex.) while possess other tagset (like 
dialog act), on Mastodon, we found that transfer 
learning could be truly beneficial.

3.In the future, it would be more interesting to have a 
model that is not only capable of reading but also can 
compress and rewrite it. Thus, abstractive 
summarization is the next challenging task we want to 
solve. In order to approach a machine that can 
understand human written languages, we want to 
incorporate into the current sequence-to-sequence 
pointer network an external knowledge structure from a 
parsing tree to profit the advantage of both worlds. A 
RL agent will first select a (or multiple) subtree that it 
find suitable and then rewrite them using an encoder-
decoder network. The model thus still preserves the 
ability of leveraging with a lot of data while still be able 
to get a sense (“understand”) of what it has just read in 
the text to select and extract.  

Tasks and Datasets

 The first level (post level) takes as input the sequence 
of word embeddings in a post.

 The second level (dialog level) takes as input the 
sequence of vectors produced at the first level, i.e., 
one vector per post for every post within a dialog.

 Finally, the output of this RNN at every post is passed 
to two MLPs, one for dialog acts and another for 
sentiment labels.

One of the most studied natural language processing 
task on Twitter is sentiment recognition. However, there 
are fewer works that study dialogues on Twitter. Besides,  
surprisingly, the majority of works about sentiment 
analysis ignores such relations between dialog acts and 
sentiments.
The scientific hypothesis that is studied in this work is that 
sentiments are correlated to dialog acts on social media, 
and that this correlation may be exploited to enable 
transfer learning between both tasks.
Also, because of license restrictions, it often becomes 
impossible to strictly reproduce most research results on 
Twitter data. We annotated and released to the 
community a new Twitter-like corpus from an alternative 
large social medium (called Mastodon) with licenses that 
are compatible with reproducible research.
Data: we have crawled about 800,000 posts from the 
octodon.social Mastodon instance. Sentiment labels: 
positive (26%), negative (31%) and neutral (43%). Dialog 
act labels with 27 possible values (cf. Table 2 of [2])

Conclusions and 
future research directions
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